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Big Data & HR analytics

Big Data is the term used to describe the exponentially 
growing data sources which can be analysed to boost a 
business’ overall productivity and effectiveness. 

HR Analytics is referred to by many names; talent analytics, 
people analytics and even workforce analytics. But they 
all mean the same thing – to analyse HR data to improve 
retention levels, strengthen employee engagement, 
increase performance, identify top performers and more. 

The demand for Big Data and HR Analytics continues 
to grow as businesses must establish trends, identify 
risks and act on predictions more than ever to achieve a 
competitive advantage. 

Using all available data effectively enables organisations to 
work smarter, build strategies, create innovative solutions 
and make the most accurate and tactical decisions to 
secure future sustainable growth. 

In this eBook we talk about the power of combining Big 
Data with HR Analytics to show you how your business 
can unlock its full potential.

Here’s what we’ll cover:

•	 The Four Vs
•	 Value
•	 People Related Data
•	 Big Data Analytics Tools
•	 Recruitment
•	 Retention
•	 Salary	&	Benefit	Packages
•	 Succession Planning
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the Four Vs

With there being a vast amount of data available, it’s not surprising that many people are 
disorientated when it comes to analysing it. Since the introduction of Big Data, experts 
have	simplified	the	concept	by	splitting	data	into	four	groups:	velocity,	variety,	veracity	and	
volume.

Velocity: the frequency of the incoming data that needs to be processed. 

Variety: the diverse range of sources available.

Veracity: the trustworthiness of the data. 

Volume: the constant generation of new data.  

There’s no doubt that the analysis of data will change conversations and improve the 
perception of HR’s strategic role in the workplace but there still remains some discomfort 
concerning the sheer volume of information available. When does too much become 
intrusive?

To avoid mistrust, we advise that all organisations who use people related data and external 
information to create business strategies must be completely transparent with their 
employees. 

•	 Communicate that the data will be used ethically and fairly
•	 Reassure employees that the data will be used to strengthen the company and help 

them	provide	the	best	environment	in	which	to	work,	including	benefits
•	 Allocate a team to take on any concerns, or listen to suggested improvements
•	 Keep the workforce engaged and updated on plans to drive positive change

Value

Value	is	known	as	the	fifth	V	and	for	good	reason.	
To make the most out of the extensive amount of 
data available, organisations must set objectives 
for analysing it. Only with a clear purpose can it 
add real value to a business.

•	 Identify the key drivers in your organisation
•	 Align all your reports with strategic goals
•	 Report on key metrics to demonstrate success
•	 Verify that all data is accurate
•	 Share reports
•	 Make reports actionable
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People Related Data

As more and more business owners and senior managers turn to HR Management teams 
to provide and analyse data, to assist them in their decision making, it pays to know what 
to record. It is recommended that organisations should capture and maintain records for 
every	employee	to	include:

•	 Skill records along with details of all training
•	 Education
•	 Performance ratings
•	 Age
•	 Safety record
•	 Sickness levels
•	 Sales performances
•	 Previous roles
•	 Length of service
•	 Current manager
•	 Their	chosen	benefits	package
•	 Work pattern
•	 Family status

Although	individual	employee	engagement	scores	cannot	be	allocated	to	specific	people,	
scores must be recorded and broken down into departments, if possible. 

In addition to these internal HR records, external Big Data information is available, such as 
social media, webpages, audio clips, videos and government data.  

Equipped with this plethora of data, HR teams can successfully convert it to perform 
‘analysis and monitoring’, ‘predictive analysis’ and ‘reporting’.

By analysing current data, HR teams can identify the organisation’s present status and 
structure, inform management of productivity levels, state the current level of sickness 
and more from the live information.

But the real value of Big Data and HR Analytics is their ability to predict the future as 
accurately as possible. Utilising both internal and external metrics allows organisations 
to spot future trends, make accurate forecasts and identify potential risks, such as skillset 
gaps which could prevent growth. 
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Big Data analytics tools

The tools and technology you choose for your organisation depends on the four Vs. The 
scale and speed of tools available today massively differs to suit every possible scenario.

Our 
MyHR system

 is an easy to use, end to end automated data management system. It’s 
comprehensive,	cost	effective	and	eases	the	flow	of	all	your	employee	data	and	documents.	
For	peace	of	mind,	it	is	secure	and	confidential	with	a	variety	of	permission	levels,	so	you	
stay in control of who has access to a particular level of data. 

Do	your	research	to	discover	the	best	fit	for	you	based	on	the	speed	and	volume	of	data	
you need.

Recruitment 

Combining Big Data and HR Analytics 
has been proven to reduce the cost of 
recruitment and is key to maximising a 
workforce. We recommend you analyse 
data	to	establish	the	following:

•	 The offer acceptance rate. Use your 
big data to determine how effective 
your recruitment acquisition strategy 
is. If the rate is consistently low, your 
organisation should look to see if 
the	 salary	 and	 benefit	 packages	 are	
competitive.

•	 The most successful recruitment 
source. To help allocate elements of 
your recruitment budget effectively, 
analyse data to compare success rates from recruitment agencies, online recruitment 
platforms, job fairs etc.

•	 Top	talent	profile.	By	analysing	the	records	of	your	top	performers,	your	organisation	
can	identify	characteristics	that	fit	in	with	your	culture.	Armed	with	this	information	
will enable you to target your ideal candidate.

•	 The	time	it	takes	to	fill	a	position.	Recognising	how	long,	on	average,	it	takes	to	fill	a	
position at your organisation will help manage potential gaps.

•	 Reasons why a candidate was not chosen. Whilst this may not necessarily improve 
future recruitment exercises, tracking these reasons are necessary to prove that there 
has not been any discrimination in case of an investigation.

•	 Information from social networking. Social media can provide HR professionals with 
a fuller picture about a potential applicant. How the individual conducts themselves 
online can suggest whether they share an organisation’s values and if they’d be a good 
fit	for	the	workplace	culture	or	not.

CV

CV

CV

https://www.p3pm.co.uk/hr-information-system
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Retention

Research has proved that organisations 
who succeed in building enviable workplace 
cultures, which attract and maintain top talent, 
invest time analysing their people related data.

Combining HR data with your employee engagement scores will ultimately provide 
meaningful and actionable data, allowing your organisation to create the perfect workplace 
environment	and	packages	that	fit.

There are numerous factors that need to come together for a workforce to be motivated, 
productive and engaged. We talk a lot about this at P3 People Management – investing in 
your employees should always be top of a business’ agenda – without people, a business 
simply would not function.

Motivation & Engagement

To	motivate	top	performers	further,	it’s	good	practice	to	reward	them.	But	first,	you	need	
to recognise them. Obviously, there are some employees who stand out 
because they’re good at blowing their own trumpets, but with data you’ll 
identify those who quietly get on with their amazing work, day in day 
out. Being recognised for a job well done is always appreciated and will 
result in loyal, hardworking employees.

training & Development

•	 Continual learning and upskilling is crucial for an 
organisation to grow and develop, not to mention 
necessary to keep up morale, motivation and to 
enhance an employee’s performance.

•	 HR Data analysis can provide workforce management 
data to determine characteristics and trends that 
dictate good and bad performance on both an 
individual and team level. Understanding these will 
support timely decisions and help you identify risks.  

•	 There are many ways analysing Big Data can help in 
this	area:

 ∙ It allows your workforce to proactively search for the information they wish to 
learn about.

 ∙ Learning and training patterns of every individual can be recorded allowing HR 
to identify who has participated in training, what areas they have trained in and 
what the favoured format of training is.

 ∙ Levels of understanding on certain topics can be determined through online tests. 
If necessary, engagement programmes and further training and development 
can be tailored for individuals to address performance improvement.
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Salary & Benefit Packages

If	you’ve	identified	that	the	salaries	
or	 the	 benefits	 package	 you	 offer	
needs a lift to attract the right 
candidate, an actionable plan needs 
to be put in place

By analysing the health-related 
data, work pattern data and family 
status information you hold on your 
employees, you can detect if you 
are offering what they need.

Are	the	benefits	working?	Big	Data	
and HR Analytics should be used to 
prove	 the	 success	 of	 decisions	 such	 as	 benefits	 packages.	 Some	organisations	find	 this	
tracking intrusive but as long as they are open about what they are using data for, and 
that	the	outcome	is	purely	for	the	benefit	of	the	workforce,	there	should	be	no	need	to	
feel uncomfortable about this. For example, you could monitor the sickness record and 
productivity levels of an employee after they have signed up to the ‘discounted gym package’ 
element	of	a	benefit	package	to	see	if	it	has	improved	their	health	and	morale.

Is it time to revamp the package? Analysing Big Data will provide the take-up rate of every 
element	of	your	benefits	package.	If	there	are	a	lot	of	elements	that	regularly	get	ignored,	
it	is	definitely	time	to	relook	at	what	you	offer.

succession Planning

To help shape a successful succession planning 
strategy, HR teams can predict future roles 
and detect skill gaps by cross-referencing data 
against the organisation’s goals. In addition, data 
will provide HR with invaluable information such 
as the length of time it takes to train or recruit a 
person, and ways to identify a trend suggesting 
that someone is planning to leave.

Being one step ahead will allow you to put in place 
training and development plans and to recruit 
successfully ensuring sustainable growth with no 
surprise glitches along with way. 
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contact us

If you would like to discuss ways that your organisation can embrace the strategic 
opportunities that Big Data and HR Analytics can bring, do not hesitate to get in touch with 
our team of HR professionals.

And	if	you	believe	you	would	benefit	from	our	cloud	based	‘MyHR	System’,	we	invite	you	to	

check out our demo . 

call or email us on:

0161 941 2426

charlotte@p3pm.co.uk

https://myhrpartner.co.uk/demo/

